We make IT work

Data Security –
eliminating risk during
hardware change
One of the greatest threats to corporate data security
comes through misplaced IT hardware.
Changes to the UK Data Protection Act mean
the impact of breach is reaching even more
significant levels.
SCC’s approach to security and audit trail
accountability is vital for your business.
Most corporate security strategies are driven by
awareness of the impact of a data security breach.
As such, Information Security measures for corporate
assets are generally well covered - until the asset is
no longer on the IT network.
Then the backdoor gets left wide open.

Our data security portfolio is one of the broadest solutions
in the UK ITAD market place. This includes:
• Managed data security on-site – DIPCOG accredited
mobile destruction and erasure services for high
risk environments;
• DIPCOG, ADISA, ISO 20000, 27001, 14001, 9001;
OHSAS 18001, LIST X facility certification;
• Government approved LIST X facility
• SC cleared staff as standard, up to and including
HMG Top Secret classification;

SCC delivers a sophisticated approach to mitigating
risk of data security breach when an asset leaves the
safety of the internal network. We use:

• Assets managed completely in-house: resale,
reuse, recycling.

• Industry accredited sales consultants to design
the asset retirement solution, identify process
vulnerabilities and eliminate areas of risk;

SCC takes the complexity and fear out of implementing
corrective risk management procedures and allows you
to future-proof your business against changing laws and
rapidly changing technology.

• End-to-end in-house services to keep the lifecycle
loop closed, transparent and controlled;
• Systemised asset tracking to guarantee the chain
of custody;
• Automated granular reporting to verify the audit trail.
Our approach to data security at the end of the asset
lifecycle uncovers greater opportunities to improve
business processes.

We deliver complete risk mitigation.

For more information or to book a FOC assessment
of your current business processes contact:
Dee Coombs, External Sales – Supply Chain Services
T: 07595 865664
E: dee.coombs@scc.com
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